
AUSTEN

On 18 July 1817 Jane Austen died in a house on College 
Street in Winchester after a short illness. To mark the 
bicentenary of her death, Hampshire Cultural Trust is 
bringing together a programme of events across the 
county that inspired so much of her writing. As her 

final resting place, Winchester Cathedral is a central 
landmark of her life. 

This trail traces her journey from birth to her death 
giving you an insight into the life and times of this 

‘Hampshire girl.’

JANE AUSTEN 200 – THE MYSTERIOUS MISS AUSTEN
The Gallery, Winchester Discovery Centre, 13 May to 24 July 2017
An exhibition exploring Jane’s life and work and her relationship to Hampshire.

CHAWTON OPEN GARDENS 2017, 10 to 11 June 2017, 1–5pm
Chawton House Library and Jane Austen’s House Museum

Take a walk in the footsteps of Jane Austen as her beloved village and home,
Chawton in Hampshire, opens its gardens. 

FICKLE FORTUNES: JANE AUSTEN AND GERMAINE DE STAËL
Chawton House Library, 12 June to 24 September 2017
An unrivalled opportunity to reflect on these two writers’ careers.

JANE AUSTEN REGENCY WEEK
Alton and Chawton, 17 June to 25 June 2017

A festival celebrating Jane Austen through a week of events, 
encouraging people to explore their cultural heritage.

 SITTING WITH JANE – BOOKBENCH PUBLIC ART TRAIL
Basingstoke, 17 June to 31 August 2017

A Jane Austen inspired trail of 25 decorated Book Benches.

JANE AUSTEN’S HOUSE MUSEUM MIDSUMMER
EVENING OPENING, Jane Austen’s House Museum, 20 June 2017

Come and see Jane Austen’s House in a different light, and get to visit
parts of the Museum not usually open to the public. 

 JANE AUSTEN 200 EXHIBITION 
Gosport Gallery Gosport, 15 July to 20 September 2017

An exhibition that focuses on Jane’s family, her brothers and the family’s 
connection to South Hampshire. 

PERSUASION
The Chesil Theatre Chesil Street, 15 July to 22 July 2017

Jane Austen’s last novel has been skilfully adapted to portray the lost loves
of both the author and her heroine, Anne Elliot. 

JANE AUSTEN 200 EXHIBITION
Willis Museum Basingstoke, 29 July to 7 October 2017

This exhibition focuses on Jane’s life, work and her relationship to Hampshire.

For full details please visit the janeausten200.co.uk website

FA M I LY  T I E S
Jane’s father, George Austen, (1731–1805)  was 
the rector of St Nicholas Church in the parish of 
Steventon. Reverend Austen took in boys to tutor.

His wife Cassandra (née Leigh) 
(1739–1827) was a sociable, 
witty woman whom George 
had met while studying in 
Oxford. Cassandra was visiting 
her uncle, Theophilus Leigh, 
Master of Balliol College. When Cassandra left 

the city, George followed her to Bath and continued 
to court her until they got married on 26 April 1764, 

at the church of St Swithin in Bath.

Although a close knit family, by today’s standards the household 
was subject to somewhat fluid arrangements regarding the care
of offspring. As was customary for the gentry at the time,
 Jane’s parents sent her as an infant to be cared for by a farming 

neighbour, Elizabeth Littlewood.

Her brother George, who is thought to have suffered 
from epilepsy, also lived away from the family home. 
And the third child, Edward (shown left), was 

adopted by his father’s third cousin, Mr Thomas 
Knight, eventually inheriting Godmersham 
and Chawton House, which led him to offer a 
cottage attached to the Chawton estate to his 
mother and two sisters, Jane and Cassandra.

Arrangements like these were normal 
for the time - the family was close and 
affectionate and recurring themes of family 
bonds and respectable rural living would 
play a strong part in Jane’s writing.
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THE AUSTEN FAMILY – WHAT TO SEE
The most extensive collection of memorabilia relating to the 
Austen family is showcased at Jane Austen’s House, Chawton.  
See overleaf to find out more...
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S T E V E N T O N  &  B E Y O N D
E D U C AT I O N  A N D  E A R LY  I N F L U E N C E S

If you would like this leaflet in a larger format please 
contact the tourist information centre on 01962 840 500
or e-mail tourism@winchester.gov.uk

janeausten200.co.uk

STEVENTON
WHAT TO SEE
Other than a towering lime tree, offspring of one planted by 
Jane’s brother James, and a clump of nettles that is thought 
to mark the spot where the family well used to stand, nothing 
remains atthe site of the rectory other than the rural tranquillity 
that was perhaps as central an element of Austen’s creativity as 
the society of her day.

At St Nicholas Church there is a bronze plaque dedicated to 
the writer and you can see her elder brother’s grave, along with 
those of other relatives.

The 1000-year old yew, which used to house the key in the time of 
the Austens, still yields berries – its secret, central hollow intact.

The Wheatsheaf Inn in North Waltham was once a coaching inn 
and posting house visited by Austen as a child. Today it serves 
food to passers by. Offering open fires and cosy seating, many of 
the building’s 18th century features are still intact.

Tel: 01256 398 282 Postcode: RG25 2BB.

THE DANCING YEARS
Coming from a respectable family associated with the 
church, Jane and her sister Cassandra occupied a social 
stratum bracketed as gentry. 

The well-spoken girls enjoyed a busy round of dances 
and house visits, mingling with the higher echelons 
of local Georgian society in the great houses dotted 
throughout the rolling green countryside. 

As well as spending time with the family friend Madam 
Lefroy, who lived at Ashe Rectory, we know that Jane 
and Cassandra came into contact with the infamous 
Boltons of Hackwood Park. ( Jane dryly comments after 
meeting the illegitimate daughter of Lord Boltonin the 
Bath assembly rooms that she was ‘much improved with 
a wig’); She also visited the Hansons of Farleigh House; 
and the Dorchesters of Kempshott Park where Jane 
attended a New Year’s ball in 1800.

Jane Austen’s keen observation of the manners and 
morals of her extended social network was to give rise 
to her famous plotlines revolving around unsuitable 
suitors and social position – she started drafting Pride and 
Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility and Northanger Abbey whilst 
living at the rectory.

The girls’ brief schooling was finally curtailed due to 
constraints upon the family’s finances and Jane returned to 
the rectory in 1787 to begin writing a collection of poems, 
plays and short stories which she dedicated to friends and 
family. This, her Juvenilia, encompassed her early writings.

Pages from A History of England, perhaps the most celebrated 
of these early works, can be viewed online at the British 
Library website (www.bl.uk/onlinegallery). Even in this, one 
of Austen’s earliest texts, the reader glimpses the wit that 
was to come. The prose is peppered with phrases illustrating 
her flair for detached, literary anticlimax: 

‘Lord Cobham was burnt alive, but I forget what for.’

Landmarks of  the author’s
life in Hampshire

‘Give a girl an 
education and 
introduce her properly 
into the world, and
ten to one but she
has the means of  
settling well.’
JANE AUSTEN

Jane Austen was born on 16 December 1775 at Steventon 
Rectory in north Hampshire, where her parents had moved 
a year previously with three of  Jane’s older siblings. Henry 
was born before Jane, then a further three siblings arrived, 
meaning that the Austen brood numbered eight in all.

George Austen, known as ‘the handsome proctor’at Balliol 
College, was a reflective, literary man, who took pride in his 
children’s education.

Most unusually for the period, he owned more than 500 
books and was forward thinking in encouraging his daughters 
to read widely. Again unusually, when Jane’s only sister, 
Cassandra, left for school in 1782, she was 
accompanied by Jane, aged just seven.  Their
mother wrote of their bond, ‘If Cassandra’s
head had been going to be cut off, Jane would 
have hers cut off too’. 

The two sisters attended schools in Oxford, 
Southampton and Reading. In Southampton 
the girls (and their cousin Jane Cooper) left
the school when they caught a fever brought
to the city by troops returning from abroad. 
Their  cousin’s mother died and Jane
also contracted the illness becoming
very unwell but, luckily for literary
posterity, survived.

Throughout 2017 across Hampshire there will be a 
number of  events to celebrate the life of  Jane Austen.

DID YOU KNOW?
Joe Wright’s 2005 adaptation
of  Pride and Prejudice starring 
Keira Knightly (see right
and  overleaf)  has scenes
that were shot in Winchester.
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or see visitwinchester.co.uk

SISTERLY LOVE
It was Jane’s older sister, Cassandra, 
who sketched the only fi rst hand 
likeness of  the author – shown on the 
upper left of  the map above. The tiny 
portrait, painted in1810, bears lasting witness to the
description of  her by Sir Egerton Brydges who had
visited Steventon: ‘Her hair was dark brown and curled
naturally, her large dark eyes were widely opened and expressive. 
She had clear brown skin and blushed so brightly and so readily.’

W I N C H E S T E R
H E R  F I N A L  R E S T I N G  P L A C E

JANE AUSTEN’S HOUSE MUSEUM
From 1809 until 1817 Jane lived in Chawton village near 
Alton with her mother, sister and their friend Martha 
Lloyd. Restored to the rural Hampshire she loved, Jane 
turned again to writing and it was here that she produced 
her greatest works, revising all previous drafts and writing 
Mansfi eld Park, Emma and Persuasion in their entirety.

Remarkably, even now the approach to Chawton is not so changed 
by progress as to be unrecognisable from what it was in Jane Austen’s 
day, with thatched cottages remaining. The risk of  fl ooding was a 
fact of  life in eighteenth century Hampshire too, as Jane bemoans in 
March 1816: ‘Our pond is brim full and our roads are dirty and our walls are 
damp, and we sit wishing every bad day may be the last.’

A museum to Jane’s life, the house in which Jane lived so happily now 
showcases Austen family portraits and touching memorabilia such as 
the handkerchief  she embroidered for her sister, original manuscripts 
and a bookcasec ontaining fi rst editions of  her novels. 

Visitors can stand behind the modest occasional table at which 
Austen wrote, to admire the peaceful garden cultivated to feature 18th 
century plants. Although there were adequate bedrooms for the sisters 
to have their own rooms, Jane and Cassandra chose to share a room, 
as they had done at Steventon. Jane rose early, practised the piano 
and made breakfast. We know that she was personally in charge of  
the sugar, tea and wine stores.
jane-austens-house-museum.org.uk
01420 832262

CHAWTON HOUSE LIBRARY
Visitors can walk in Jane’s footsteps up to her brother Edward’s 
house, regularly visited by Jane and referred to as ‘the Great 
House’ in her letters. This Elizabethan manor house is now home 
to Chawton House Library, a registered charity with a unique 
collection of  women’s writing (1600–1830). 

The house is open to visitors who can see Jane’s brother Edward’s 
portrait and travel journal, along with the Knight family dining 
table at which Jane regularly dined with her family. The peaceful 
gardens include many of  the period features referred to in Jane 
Austen’s novels, such as a shrubbery, a ‘ha-ha’ and a ‘wilderness’, 
along with a Walled Garden built by Edward Austen. 
Among the Library collection is a manuscript of  a family 
theatrical in Jane Austen’s own hand, along with some 
of  her fi rst editions, and works by other women writers 
of  her time, and earlier. 
chawtonhouselibrary.org
01420 541010

‘Our Chawton home how much we fi nd already 
in it to our mind,  and how convinced that when 
complete it will all other houses beat.’ 
JANE AUSTEN, 1809

The house in College Street. 
© John Crook 2009

On 24 May 1817, 
Jane and her 
sister Cassandra 
drove the 16 miles 
from Chawton to 
Winchester to be 
closer to the doctor 
who would treat her 
unknown illness. 
From 8 College 
Street Austen wrote 
to her nephew, ‘our 
lodgings are very 
comfortable.  We have a neat little Drawing-Room with a bow 
window overlooking Dr.Gabell’s garden’. 

She continued to write – pencilling the short poem Winchester 
at the Races to honour St Swithun. Sadly Jane’s illness, thought 
today to be Addison’s Disease, could not be cured and at 4am 

RAIN JANE makes a 
splash for the bicentenary
If you are in Winchester on a rainy day at 
the end of 2016, why not try to fi nd the 12 
Jane Austen quotes that will, for a short 
period, appear on the wet pavements of the 
city? A temporary installation will be sited 
in the College Street garden opposite the 
house where the author died.

The temporary trail was devised to raise local awareness 
that Austen was a ‘Hampshire girl’ prior to the 
commemorative events programme in 2017.

on Friday 18 July she died with her 
head resting on her sister’s knee. 

The College Street residence is now 
a private house but Winchester’s 
tourist guides link all the Austen 
landmarks in the city together 
in their fascinating tour, and 
informative cathedral tours are 
also available.

Jane Austen was buried in the north 
nave aisle of Winchester Cathedral 
on 24 July 1817. Cassandra wrote 
to her niece: ‘Her dear remains are 
to be deposited in the cathedral … a 
Building she admired so much’. 

After her death the number of 
people who appreciated Austen’s 
work steadily grew and in 1870 

her nephew Edward wrote a memoir of his aunt and used the 
proceeds to erect a brass plaque beginning ‘Jane Austen, known 
to many by her writings’.  In 1900 she was famous enough for 
a public subscription to pay for a memorial window. Today an 
exhibition detailing Jane’s life in Hampshire is situated beside 
her grave.

It is recommended for those making a special visit to 
Winchester Cathedral to visit winchester-cathedral.org.uk
for opening times.

Jane Austen’s ledger stone
© John Crook 2009

In 2017 the Gallery in Winchester Discovery Centre will 
be hosting a world class exhibition: Jane Austen 200 – 
The Mysterious Miss Austen. Exploring Jane’s life and 
work and her relationship to Hampshire, the exhibition 
will include the pelisse coat which is the only garment 
in the world with provenance that can be traced back to 
the author. It will also include fi rst editions of her 
work, personal letters and portraits as well 
as loans from national institutions and 
private lenders including the National 
Portrait Gallery.

DID YOU KNOW?
Colin Firth whose portrayal of  Mr Darcy in 
the 1995 BBC adaptation of  Pride and Prejudice 
brought him widespread attention, went to 
school in Winchester. 

His performance in the role was given further 
renown when he took on the role of  Mark 
Darcy in the Miramax fi lm adaptation of  
Bridget Jones Diary – meaning that Firth’s 
casting lent an ironic, modern twist on 
the persona of  the Austen anti-hero 
who came good.
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Winchester City Council’s Visit Winchester team would like to thank the following individuals and organisations for their help in producing this leaflet: Elizabeth 
Proudman, Official WinchesterTourist Guide and Chair of the Jane Austen Society for her knowledge and input; Louise West and the team at Jane Austen’s House 
Museum, Chawton for their guidance and the images of her family featured in the Family ties section of this leaflet; Dr John Crook for the image of Jane Austen’s ledger 
stone and the house in College Street featured in the Winchester section of this leaflet; Revd. Michael Kenning, rector of Steventon Church for his help and advice 
throughoutall stages of this project; Phil Howe at Hidden Britain Tours for his invaluable advice at the outset of the project; www.mollands.net for their kind permission
to use featured illustrations from their online Austen archive; BBC Photo Library and Universal Pictures  for their co-operation
regarding the use of stills from two adaptations of Pride and Prejudice; Winchester Cathedral and Hampshire Cultural
Trust for their support and information within the leaflet. 

12 Jane Austen quotes appearing only in 
the rain in 39 locations across Winchester 

city centre to launch Jane Austen 200 – 
Hampshire’s year of celebration to mark 

the bicentenary of the author’s death. 
A 40th quote is installed temporarily in 
the College Street garden opposite the 

house where she died.

We hope Rain Jane inspires you to delve back into 
Jane Austen’s six novels and join in as Hampshire 
celebrates her life in 2017. Don’t miss: 

The Mysterious 
Miss Austen 
THE GALLERY, WINCHESTER 
DISCOVERY CENTRE
13 MAY – 24 JULY 2017

This exhibition from Hampshire 
Cultural Trust and Jane Austen’s 
House Museum will explore 
Jane’s life and work and her 
relationship to Hampshire. See 
the pelisse coat which is the 
only garment in the world with 
provenance that can traced back to Jane. Plus fi rst editions of  her 
work, personal letters and six portraits of  Jane. These are the only 
reputed portraits of  Jane Austen that exist worldwide, and the fi rst 
time that they have ever been displayed together.

Chawton Open Gardens – 
walk in Jane Austen’s Footsteps
10 JUNE – 11 JUNE 2017, 1 – 5PM

Take a walk in the footsteps of  Jane Austen as her beloved village and 
home, Chawton in Hampshire, opens its gardens.

The grounds of  both Chawton House Library and Jane Austen’s 
House Museum will open, as well as many other charming gardens 
around the village. Take the walk from Chawton to Farringdon – a 
walk that Jane is certain to have taken on a regular basis.

REFLECT IN THE COLLEGE STREET GARDEN

M

‘Know your own happiness. Call it hope.’  
Sense and Sensibility (1811)

This is the fi rst or fi nal quote on the trail depending on how you 
wish to look at it! The full quote reads “Know your own happiness. 
Want for nothing but patience – or give it a more fascinating name: 
Call it hope.” You can view this abridged version, for a limited time 
only, displayed on a living wall of  ivy in the College Street garden, 
opposite the house where Jane Austen died. 

The author moved to Winchester aged 41 to be near a recommended 
physician. It is thought she may have been suffering from Addison’s 
Disease – now a curable condition. The house where she died, on 
18 July 1817, is commemorated by a plaque on the wall. We’d be 
grateful if  you could photograph it only from across the road and 
avoid looking in the windows and knocking on the door as this may 
disturb the residents. 

Jane Austen’s sister was heartbroken upon her death, writing “She 
was the sun of  my life, the gilder of  every pleasure, the soother of  
every sorrow…” As a woman Cassandra was unable to attend her 
sister’s funeral at Winchester Cathedral where today thousands of  
‘Austenites’ fl ock to visit the site of  her burial.

Winchester City Council has commissioned a carved wooden bench 
created in the Regency style by local sculptor Nicola Henshaw. 
Nicola worked with Eileen White to develop ideas for the design 
with children from Winnall Primary School. Jane Austen was a 
country girl at heart and we know she loved to look out on the 
garden of  her house from her writing table in the house in 
Chawton, now Jane Austen’s House Museum. The children’s 
sketches of  various plants have been incorporated into the forged steel 
and carved into the wood.

The living wall sculpture was also commissioned by Winchester City 
Council, imagined by AR Design Studio and built by Flora Fanatica, 
Living Walls Ltd and CNC Polystyrene Ltd. The ivy was donated to 
the project by Hillier Nurseries Ltd. 

Jane Austen Regency Week 
ALTON & CHAWTON, 17 JUNE – 25 JUNE 2017

The Jane Austen Regency Week, held in Alton and Chawton 
in Hampshire, takes place in the last week of  June each 
year. This festival celebrates Jane Austen through a week of  
events, encouraging people to explore their cultural heritage. 
janeaustenregencyweek.co.uk

Sitting with Jane
BASINGSTOKE, 17 JUNE – 31 AUGUST 2017

Jane was born in Steventon, and Basingstoke was the local town 
for more than half  her life. This trail reconnects visitors to the 
area with where she grew up and began her writing career. The 
25 BookBench trail and its associated app offers the opportunity 
to explore (and sit in) places and landscapes that were important 
infl uences on Jane’s life and work.  The sculptures are all benches, 
shaped like an open book, and each is uniquely designed and 
painted by a professional artist in a style inspired by Jane Austen’s 
life and times in Steventon, Basingstoke and the surrounding area.

R A I N  J A N E

‘Our pond is brim full and our roads are dirty

our walls are damp and we sit

wishing every bad day may be the last.’

Jane Austen on rain, writing in Chawton (1816)

K

‘Without music, life would be a blank to me.’ 

Jane Austen was accomplished on the pianoforte, studying for some 
years with Dr Chard, organist at Winchester Cathedral. Much of  
Georgian socialising revolved around music being played in the 
drawing room whilst the women sewed and the men read or the 
gathering played games and danced. The quote will appear:

•  Outside the ‘side door’ of Winchester Cathedral overlooking the 
Inner Close. Winchester Cathedral is Jane Austen’s final resting 
place, its approach once described the author as showcasing the 
‘long old solemnly grey and lovely shape of the cathedral’. 
A ledger stone was laid following her burial and bears no 
mention of her writing. This situation was amended with the 
installation of a brass plaque in 1872. A permanent exhibition 
is in place around her grave;

•  By the Buttercross – a popular busking site in the city;
•  Near The Willow Tree pub – popular for its live music;
•  Near The Railway pub – also a live music hotspot.

L

‘One cannot have too large a party.’ 

This quote is from Emma (1815), the words of  Mr Weston has he 
invited the Eltons to join the picnic on Box Hill. Emma disagreed 
with his ‘unmanageable goodwill’. This quote can be seen outside 
these popular places for socialising and eating:

•  Outside the Mucky Duck on Hyde Street;
•  Outside The Slug and Lettuce in The Square;
•  Outside The Wykeham Arms on Kingsgate Street;
•   Outside the William Walker pub on Market Lane. William 

Walker was the diver who saved the cathedral by shoring up 
its foundations wearing full Edwardian diving regalia for six years.

Love Jane Austen? 
NOW FOLLOW THE FULL TRAIL…

This leaflet is also available to download 
from visitwinchester.co.uk. Winchester’s 
official tourist guides run tours on this 
and other fascinating themes. 
See winchestertouristguides.com

If you would like this leaflet in a larger format please 
contact the tourist information centre on 01962 840 500 
or e-mail tourism@winchester.gov.uk

WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE RAIN JANE SPONSORS

… AND OUR PARTNERS
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On the 18 July 1817 Jane Austen died in a house on 
College Street in Winchester after a short illness. To 

mark the bicentenary of her death, Hampshire Cultural 
Trust is bringing together a programme of events 

across the country that inspired so much of her writing. 
As her final resting place, Winchester Cathedral is a 

central landmark of her life. 

This trail traces her journey from birth to her death 
giving you an insight into the life and times of this 
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Jane Austen’s House 
Museum, Midsummer 
Evening Opening 
JANE AUSTEN’S HOUSE MUSEUM, 
20 JUNE 2017
Come and see Jane Austen’s House in a 
different light, and get to visit parts of  the 
museum not usually open to the public.

Persuasion 
THE CHESIL THEATRE, WINCHESTER,
15 JULY TO 22 JULY 2017
Jane Austen’s last novel – skilfully 

adapted to portray the lost loves of  both the author and her 
heroine, Anne Elliot.

‘I went up to the Great House between 3 & 4, 
& dawdled away an hour very comfortably…’ 
JANE AUSTEN, LETTER TO CASSANDRA AUSTEN, 1814

Scandal in The White Hart
Jane and her sister wrote of a scandal that 
occurred in Winchester in 1808. A Southampton 
Colonel’s wife, Laetitia Powlett, was discovered 
in The White Hart with the notorious Lord 
Sackville. A successful case for damages was 
launched by the Colonel and the couple were 
divorced following proceedings in Winchester 
Diocese Consistory Court in 1809.

gardens include many of  the period features referred to in Jane 
Austen’s novels, such as a shrubbery, a ‘ha-ha’ and a ‘wilderness’, 
along with a Walled Garden built by Edward Austen. 
Among the Library collection is a manuscript of  a family 
theatrical in Jane Austen’s own hand, along with some 
of  her fi rst editions, and works by other women writers 

chawtonhouselibrary.org
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